Small membranous vesicles released from the cell surface, which can be frequently observed by electron microscopy, were considered as just an artifact for a long time (Figure 1). The hypothesis that these vesicles, now called extracellular vesicles (EVs), are not mere artifacts but important and primitive cell-cell communication tools, was proposed for the first time in 1984 (1). An increasing number of studies have demonstrated that EVs contain a variety of biomolecules such as proteins, mRNAs and microRNAs, and that their profiles reflect the state of their donor cells. These cargos can be maintained in a remarkably stable state within biofluids including plasma, urine, saliva, breast milk, and culture media because EVs are composed of a lipid bilayer. Through the horizontal transfer of the cargos, EVs modulate various biological processes in both physiological and pathological conditions. In particular, cancer cells actively secrete and utilize EVs to educate stromal cells in the tumor microenvironment and to arrange the metastatic niche at distant sites for their prosperity. Understanding these roles of EVs has given novel insights into cancer research and encouraged further studies on EVs as potential non-invasive biomarkers and therapeutic targets for cancer. “Liquid biopsy” targeting circulating EVs is now a subject of great interest in cancer diagnosis.

With regard to liquid biopsy, urine can be collected easily, non-invasively and in large volumes compared with the other body fluids. However, EVs isolated from blood have been the focus of EV research so far and studies on urinary EVs have not flourished yet. The recent review article published in European Urology by Junker and colleagues intelligibly organizes the eligible articles regarding urinary EVs in genitourinary tumors (2). To date, 16 studies have examined urinary EVs as biomarkers for bladder, kidney, and prostate cancer and the authors of these studies suggest the great potential of urinary EVs as novel non-invasive biomarkers for these malignancies. However, they also raise several issues in this developing research field.

First, they refer to the current situation that there has been no standardized method for the isolation, confirmation, and quantification of EVs yet. The golden standard method for the isolation of EVs is ultracentrifugation or ultracentrifugation plus filtration, both of which provide fairly pure EVs. In addition, other isolation methods such as sucrose gradient density ultracentrifugation, magnetic beads coated with an EV-specific antibody, and commercially available extraction kits. Methods for the confirmation and quantification of EVs are also varied among studies, for instance, using NanoSight (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) to estimate the size and number of EVs, electron microscopy to confirm their morphological characteristics, and western blot to detect specific markers of EVs (CD9, CD63, and CD81). Furthermore, one of the greatest problems is that a common and reliable internal control for EV-content is not available between independent studies. Therefore, different studies may draw different results even when they examine the same malignancy. Although a consensus has not yet been achieved, the International Society for Extracellular Vesicles (ISEV) is now in a series of enthusiastic discussions regarding the standardization of methods for the isolation and analysis of EVs (3,4).

Second, EVs from different biofluids of the same patient may contain different biomolecules. It is reasonable that the intercellular communication via EVs at one site should be different from that at another site. In their review, the authors refer to a study by Armstrong et al. that compared microRNA profiles of tumor tissue, plasma EVs, urinary EVs, and WBCs from patients with bladder cancer (5),
and encourage large-scale profiling studies on EV-contents across biospecimens to discover true and reliable biomarkers. The NanoString nCounter Vantage assay, which Armstrong et al. introduced in their study, seems a fine tool to accelerate these profiling studies.

Third, there is great interest as to how exactly EV-contents are sorted into EVs; are EVs randomly selected packages of molecules or specific molecular groups with the same ultimate goal to manipulate the recipient cells? Accumulating studies on the function of EVs and EV-contents have partially deciphered the contributing factors or unique packaging of specific molecules within EV-contents to the phenotypic alteration of the recipient cells (6,7). However, until now, the majority of EV-research is aimed at biomarker discovery. To use EV-contents as biomarkers, we first need to elucidate their function in each fluid and validate the precise mechanisms by which the cargos are sorted into EVs and released into the biological environment.

The EVs and their contents are now the hot topic in cancer research. Liquid biopsy for EVs is a promising non-invasive method for cancer diagnosis and monitoring in the near future. I hope that the increasing number of studies on EVs will provide us with exciting knowledge and renewed focus to fight cancer.
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